Summary
A focused and diligent PHP developer of eight years with working experience
in Japan, and experience in experiment in modular and object oriented
programming, application design, troubleshooting and website development
seeks a position in your firm with the aim to contribute to its organizational
and client development by effective web application creation according to the
specifics given by the client and ensuring innovative self maintenance done
by the program itself. Expertise in networking protocols and hardware
operating systems. Experience in common third-party APIs. Passionate
about giving best design and following coding practices

Liên hệ

Nguyen Thanh dat
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45 Vo Thi Sau, District 1, HCMC



datnguyen.com



dat.nguyen

SKILLS

WORK EXPERIENCE

Javascript and CSS

PHP DEVELOPER

 dat.nguyen@gmail.com


08993527xxx

05/2016 - Present

Web Design Company
JQuery and HTML

MySQL

AJAX

PHP7

REFERENCES

- Participated in analysis, design, and new development of next generation
IT applications.
- Designed, developed, and tested small, medium, and large-scale software
enhancements with other engineers, QA and DBA team.
- Tested changes to user interface, application functionality and database
access as required by the client organizations.
- Coordinated closely with programmers to ensure proper implementation of
program and system specifications.
- Developed, in conjunction with functional users, system alternative
solutions.
- Prepared required documentation both at the program level and user level
and maintained records to document revisions.
- Analyzed program processes to be automated, specific number and types
of records, files, and reports to be generated
- Implement code based on project specifications.
- Create new tables within MySQL.
- Test and document code.

Nguyen Van Binh

SENIOR BACKEND DEVELOPER

Leader

ITech Company

Điện thoại: 0916823xx
Email: binh.nguyen@gmail.com

- Drove continual improvement to system architecture by refactoring old
legacy code.
- Coordinated with QA testers for end-to-end unit testing and post-production
testing.
- Coded user-customizable applications that converted raw data from design
engine to easily understandable graphical formats.
- Managed the development of applications on company web sites including
the development of functional specifications, interface design, coding, and
testing.
- Provided ongoing support for company web site applications including
ongoing programming support for enhancing web site applications and
technical support to members with web site application issues.

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH
Good

07/2014 - 04/2016
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WEB DEVELOPER

06/2012 - 06/2014

Cyber Company
- Developed a cross-platform activity feed client for the social software
product.
- Developed mobile applications for multiple platforms.
- Implemented system security and data assurance software.
- Modifying and extending open source applications like CMS Made Simple,
Joomla, Magento and SugarCRM
- Developing and creating PHP MySQL applications as per the specifications

EDUCATION
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

07/2007 - 05/2012

University Of Information Technology
Get good Grades in College wiht GPA 8.0
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